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INTRODUCTION

Neil H. Richardson and Fred Kurz staked eight (8) contiguous 

mining clains in Marter Township, Larder Lake Hining Division. 

The property was staked in the fall of 1990 to cover a potential 

gold X copper mineralization in a North 20 degrees East sheared 

zone. The present work program consists of geological mapping, 

ground electromagnetic (V. L. F.) and magnetometer surveys.

SUMMARY t RBCOMHBHDATIOHS

This report covers the results of a electromagnetic (V.L.F.) 

survey performed on the Richardson - Kurz property in the fall 

of 1991. The purpose of this program was to further delineate 

known mineralized zones and to attempt to locate new zones.

Total number of miles traversed during the survey was 10.14 

with stations spacing of fifty (50) feet; a total of 1071 

stations were read.

Several weak north - south anomalies were encountered during 

the survey. Host of these features appear to be caused by 

hills ( gullies ) and are probably not of any significants.

A strong cross-over anomaly is located on line 46 to 52 

North and at 9+50 West. This anomaly appears to caused by 

the contact between diorite and gabbro intrusive; althought the 

contact was not observed on this property, it was seen by the 

author on another property. The contact was a tight fault or 

sheared zone.

A strong cross-over anomaly is located on line 32 to 36 

North and at approx. 9+50 Nest. This anomaly could possible



be the extension of anomaly A, or be the contact between gabbro 

intrusive and the keewatin volcanics. Due to lack of geological 

information, it is almost impossible to determine what is causing 

these anomalies.

Since the electromagnetic ( V. L. F. ) survey did not detect 

the green carbonate sheared zone on lines 48 6 50 North; I would 

not recommend that V. L. F. be used on this property to further 

delineate new zones.

It is considered that this zone on lines 48 ft 50 North be 

further evaluated with more sampling and trenching to determine 

its size and the quantity of mineralization present.

LOCATION AMD ACCESS

The property consists of eight (8) contiguous, unpatented, 

mining claims (figure 1) in the west central part of Marter 

Township, District of Timiskaming. Access to the property is 

made by travelling along Hwy 624, and then turning left at cons- 

ess ion road number 3 ft 4. Travel west along this road for 

aapprox. three and one-half miles. This brings you to the south 

ern portion of the claim group, (figure 2)

DISCUSSIONS OF EQUIPMENT

The survey was performed using a Geonics EM-16 ( V. L. F. ) 

electromagnetic unit. This instrument provides in-phase and 

quadrature components of the secondary field with polarities. 

The EM-16 has a readability of l X . (appendix 1)
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VORK PROGRAM 1991

The work program was carried out by N. W. Richardson of 

Kirkland Lake, Ontario for Neil H. Richardson of Kirkland Lake, 

OH and Fred Kurz of Balmertown, ON. The contiguous claims are 

located in Marter Twp. Claim numbers are 1113101 - 04 incl. 

and 1147316 - 18 incl. and 1152450. In the fall of 1991 a 

linecutting, geological and geophysical surveys were carried 

out on this property. Linecutting was done 200 ft. line spacing 

and 50 ft. station spacing for a total of 1071 stations read. 

Results were plotted (profile plotting) for electromagnetic 

data on a plan map at the scale of l in z 200 ft. and the 

readings plotted at l in. - 20 Z . (map 1)

For geological or magnetometer results, refer to reports 

by Neil H. Richardson dated January 10, 1992.

RESULTS OF SURVEY

Anomaly A - located on lines 46 to 52 North and 9+50 Nest 

is possible the contact between diorite and gabbro. Due to 

the lack of geological information on this property, it is 

diffucult for interpretation of anomalies.

Anomaly B - This anomaly is probably caused by topography, 

being near a top of a ridge.

Anomaly C - Is a fairly strong cross-over and could possible 

be the continuation of anomaly A or the contact between gabbro 

and the keewatin volcanics.

Anomaly D St G - These anomalies are weak cross-overs and 

could possible be a geological contact.



Anomaly E - Shows weak cross-overs, nothing can be inter 

preted f r on this survey.

Anomaly F - Shows weak cross-overs, nothing can be inter 

preted from this survey.

Anomaly H ft I - Moderate to weak cross-overs, and nothing 

can be interpreted from these results.

CONCLUSIONS

The mineralization on the property is poorly understood due 

to the lack of geological information. Extensive overburden 

blanketing the property allows for little geological information 

and interpretation. This electromagnetic (V. L. F.) didn't 

help to delineate any new or old zones on this property; therefore 

it is recommended that electromagnetic survey no longer be used 

on this property.

Respectfully submitted,

Ne1!l H. Richardson, GET 
January 10, 1992



VLF Electromagnetic Unit

patented exclusively by Geonics Limited, the 
VLF method of electromagnetic surveying has been proven to 
be a major advance in exploration geophysical instrumentation.

Since the beginning of 1965 a large number of mining 
companies have found the EM16 system to meet the need for 
a simple, light and effective exploration tool for mining 
geophysics.

The VLF method uses the military and time standard VLF 
transmissions as primary field. Only a receiver is then used to 
measure the secondary fields radiating from the local con 
ductive targets. This allows a very light, one-man instrument 
to do the job. Because of the almost uniform primary field, 
good response from deeper targets is obtained.

The EM16 system provides the in-phase and quadrature 
components of the secondary field with the polarities indicated.

Interpretation technique has been highly developed particularly 
to differentiate deeper targets from the many surface indications.

l
Principle of Operation
The VLF transmitters have vertical antennas. The magnetic 
signal component is then horizontal and concentric around 
the transmitter location.

O'--

specifications
Source of primary field 

Transmitting elation* ueed

Operating frequency range 

Parameters measured

Method of reading

Scale range 

Readability

VLF transmitting stations.

Any desired station frequency can be 
supplied with the instrument in the 
form of plug-in tuning units. Two 
tuning units can bc plugqcd in at one 
time. A switch selects either station.

About 15-25 kHz.

(1) The vertical in-phase component 
(tangent of the lilt angle ol the 
polarization ellipsoid).
(2) The vertical out-of-phasc (quadra 
ture) component (the shorl axis of the 
polarization ellipsoid compared to the 
long axis).

In-phase from a mechanical inclino 
meter and quadrature from a calibrated 
dial. Nulling by audio tone.

In-phaso  : quadrature ~:

Reading time 10-40 seconds depending on signal 
strength.

Operating temperature range  40 to 50* C. 

Operating controls

Power Supply

Dimensions

Weight

Instrument supplied with

Shipping weight

ON-OFF switch, battery testing push 
button, station selector, switcn. 
volume control, quadrature, dial 
i 40*4. inclinometer dial  : 15014.

6 size AA (penlight) alkaline cells. 
Lite about 200 hours.

42 x 14 x 9 cm (16 x 5.5 x 3.5 in.) 

1.6 kg (3.5 Ibs.)

Monotonic speaker, carrying case, 
manual of operation. 3 station selector 
plug-in tuning units (additional fre 
quencies are option.il). set of batteries.

4.5 kg (10 Ibs.)

GOONICS 'LIMITCD Dcr.icjnors A manufacturers 
of gcoptiysic.il instruments

siibsidi.ny of 
Dcuimg Milhkcn Inc.

2 Thorncliffo P.uk Drive. 
Toi onto/ Oni.n io/ Canada 
M-IH 1H2 
Tol: 425-182-1 
Cables: Goonics
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Courtesy ol Newfoundland t Labrador Corp. Ud.

Areas of VLF Signals
Coverage shown only lor well-known stations. Other 
reliable, tully operational st.itions exist. For lull information 
rcn.irdiny VLF signals in your area consult Cconics 
Limited, 'extensive Held experience has proved that the 
circles ol coverage shown are very conservative and an 
actually much larger In extant.

EM 16 Profile over Lockport Mine Property, Newfoundland 
Additional case histories on request

T—CHO)UT* vertical coil

horizontal 
^ coil

O l

T M""! 1
 O -O * 10

Station Selector 
Two tuning units can be plugged 
in at one timo. A switch selects 
cither station.

Receiving Coils 
Vertical receiving coil circuit in 
instrument picks up any vertical . 
signal present. Horizontal receiv 
ing coil circuit, alter automatic 
90" signal phase shift, leeds signal 
into quadrature dial in series with 
the receiving coil.

In-Phase Dial
shows the tilt-angle ol the instru 
ment lor minimum signal. This 
angle is the measure ol the vertical 
in-phase signal expressed in 
percentage when compared to the 
horizontal field.

Quadrature Dial
is calibrated in percentage mark 
ings and nulls the vertical Quad 
rature signal in the vertical coil 
circuit.

By selecting a suitable transmitter station as a source, the 
EM 16 user can survey with the most suitable primary field 
azimuth.

The EM 16 has two receiving coils, one for the pick-up of the 
horizontal (primary) field and the other for detecting any 
anomalous vertical secondary field. The coils are thus ortho 
gonal, and are mounted inside the instrument "handle".

The actual measurement is done by first tilting the coil 
assembly to minimize the signal in the vertical (signal) coil and 
then further sharpening the null by using the reference signal 
to buck out the remaining signal. This is done by a calibrated 
"quadrature" dial.

The tangent of the tilt angle is the measure of the vertical 
in-phase component and the quadrature reading is the signal 
at right angles to the total field. All readings are obtained in 
per centages and do not depend on the absolute amplitude 
of the primary signals present

The "null" condition of the measurement is detected by the 
drop in the audio signal emitted from the patented resonance 
loudspeaker. A jack is provided for those preferring the use 
of an earphone instead.

The power for the instrument is from 6 penlight cells. A battery 
tester is provided.

Oct/73



CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATIOHS

I, Neil Wilfrid Richardson do hereby certify :

1. that I an a geologist and reside at 83 Fourth Street, 

Kirkland Lake, Ontario P2H 1T2

2. that I an a member of the Ontario Association of Certified 

Engineering Technicians and Technologist.

3. that l graduated from Cambrian College in Sudbury, Ontario 

with a honors diploma in Geological Engineering Technology

4. that I practiced in my profession continuously for over 

3 years.

5. that my report on the Richardson - Kurz property in Marter 

township, Ontario, is based on work carried out and 

supervised by me in the area and on review of published 

and unpublished information on the property and surrounding 

area.

Neil W. Richardson, CET 
January 10, 1992
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INTRODUCTION

Neil W. Richardson and Fred Kurz staked eight (8) contiguous 

mining claims in Marter Township, Larder Lake Mining Division. 

The property was staked in the fall of 1990 to cover a potential 

gold or copper mineralization in a North 20 degrees East sheared 

zone. The present work program consists of geological mapping, 

ground electromagnetic (V. L. F.) and magnetometer surveys.

SUMMARY t RECOMMENDATIONS

The current work program on the Richardson - Kurz property 

consists of linecutting at two hundred foot spacing with fifty 

foot station spacing, geological mapping at l in. ^ 200 ft. 

and ground electromagentic (V. L. F.) and magnetometer surveys. 

Five grab samples were taken from a quartz vein within a strong 

green carbonate sheared zone with two samples assaying 1.73 Z 

and 0.13 Z copper from this zone. The zone contains very low 

gold values ranging from 0.001 to 0.005 oz / ton. (appendix 1).

It is considered that this zone be further evaluated with 

more sampling and trenching to determine its size and the 

quantity of mineralization present.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property consists of eight (8) contiguous, unpatented, 

mining claims (figure 1) in the west central part of Marter 

Township, District of Timiskaming. Access to the property is 

made by travelling along Hwy 624, and then turing left at conse- 

ssion road number 3 ft 4. Travel west along this road for approx. 

three and one - half miles. This brings you to the southern
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portion of the clain group (figure 2).

TOPOGRAPHY i NATURAL RESOURCES

The property is generally flat lying to the east but as you 

progress to the west near the Blanche River the topography 

becomes hilly. The relief of this hills and gullies range fron 

fourty to eighty percent ( 40-80X ). This gullies drain into 

the Blanche River which flows south.

The property is alnost totally covered by clay-sand over 

burden with sporadic outcrop exposed near the edge of the 

Blanche River. The tinber consists nainly of poplar, spruce, 

balsam, birch and tag alders.

PREVIOUS WORK

1957 - Hojcitfeszyn claims - Trenching followed by six (6) 

diamond drill holes for a total footage of 1063 feet.

1980 - Harper - Tokarsky property - Magnetometer and V. L. F. 

surveys preformed.

1981 - Terry Gold Exploration Inc. - Diamond drilling program 

consisting of three (3) holes for a total footage of 1037 feet.

WORK PROGRAM, 1991

The work program was carried out by H. W. Richardson of 

Kirkland Lake, Ontario, for Neil W. Richardson of Kirkland 

Lake, OH and Fred Kurz of Balmertown, OH. The eight (8) 

contiguous claims are located in Marter Twp. claim numbers 

are 1113101 - 04 incl. and 1147316 - 18 incl. and 1152450.



In the fall 1991 a linecutting and geological and geophysical 

surveys were carried out on this property. Linecutting was 

done on 200 ft. line spacing and 50 ft. station spacing. 

Geological napping was done at a scale of l in. = 200 ft. with 

all lithologies and vegetation put on the map ( map l ). 

Work commenced on the property on August 9, 1991 and ended 

on October 27, 1991, all field work was finished.

PROPERTY GEOLOGY

The Richardson - Kurz property is located just to the east 

of the Round Lake batholith of Early Precambrian (Archean) age. 

The oldest rocks in the region are Precambrian (Keewatin) age 

and consists of interbedded tuff and tuffaceous sedimentary 

units and intermediate pillow and massive flows and porphyritic 

to aphanitic intermediate to felsic units.

Diorite/Gabbro (post keewatin) light grey in colour, mg-cg, 

mottled texture, phaneritic crystals, weakly chloritic, massive 

unit, non to weakly magnetic.

Hafic Volcanics (keewatin) light to dark grey in colour, vfg, 

aphanitic, weakly chloritic, massive to weakly foliated, pillows

present, non to weakly magnetic.

Sheared zones which contain the mineralization strike north 

to south and dip vertically to sixty (60) degrees west. 

Lineaments in the area also suggest evidence for east - west 

trending structures. There is no evidence that suggest that 

these structures cannot be of any economic value.



ECONOMIC GEOLOGY

Mineralization in the area consists of copper/gold bearing 

quartz veins which in general occur in north-south trending 

and west dipping sheared zones. Five grab samples were taken 

with the best result from a quartz vein with 2 Z cpy grading 

1.73 TL copper and sheared zone material (green carb. * sericite) 

grading 0.13 X copper. Refer to (appendix 1) for sample 

descriptions and assay results.

Numerous east-west lineaments were located in this mapping 

program, but due to the extensive overburden no first hand
^

evidence was observed. Therefore it is not known if this 

lineaments have any structural or economic significants.

CONCLUSIONS

The mineralization on the property is poorly understood 

due to the lack of geological information. Extensive overburden 

blanketing the property allows for little geological information 

and interpretation. Past and recent work on this property has 

indicated that numerous north-south structures are present and 

drilling this particular structure shows that it is continous 

for at least six hundred feet on strike and one hundred feet 

at depth.



It is considered that to further evaluate this zone or 

other zones a trenching and sampling program should be carried 

out on the anomalous areas. Soil geochemical survey over the 

anomalous areas could further outline specific targets.

Respectfully submitted,

Neil H. Richardson, GET 
January 10, 1992



APPENDIX * l

Sample No. H-11701

Sample No. M-11702

Sample No. M-11703

Bull white quartz vein with trace anhedral 
pyrite and chalcopyrite, with dark chloritic 
fractures, quartz is glassy in appearence.

Sheared quartz with sericite 8t fuchsite 
nil. to trace pyrite, minor carbonate.

Bull white glassy quartz vein, with chloritic 
fractures ft fuchsite, nil to trace pyrite ft 
chalcopyrite, massive looking vein.

Sample No. M-11704 : Bull white glassy quartz vein with sheared
contacts, vuggys filled with quartz crystals 
carbonate staining, with 2 X chalcopyrite 
and trace pyrite.

Sample No. H-11705 Green carbonate sheared zone with sericite 
strong foliation, 10 Z quartz with carbonate 
trace pyrite and chalcopyrite.

Sample No. gold (oz/ton) silver (ppm) copper( X ) zinc (ppm)

M-11701
M-11702
M-11703
M-11704
M-11705

< 0.001
0.003

< 0.001
0.004
0.005

< 1
1

< 1
1
2

0.04
0.01
0.02
1.73
0.13

6
56
5
10
86
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INTRODUCTION

Neil W. Richardson and Fred Kurz staked eight (8) contiguous 

mining claims in Harter Township, Larder Lake Hining Division. 

The property was staked in the fall of 1990 to cover a potential 

gold X copper mineralization in a North 20 degrees East sheared 

zone. The present work program consists of geological mapping, 

ground electromagnetic (V. L. F.) and magnetometer surveys.

SUMMARY * RECOMMENDATIONS

This report covers the results of a Proton Magnetometer 

survey performed on the Richardson - Kurz property in the fall 

of 1991. The purpose of this program was to further delineate 

known mineralized zones and to attempt to locate new zones.

Total number of miles traversed during the survey were 

10.14 with stations spacing of fifty (50) feet; with a total 

of 1071 stations read.

Several weak north - south trends were encountered during 

the survey. These trends appear to follow small creeks or 

gullies and could possible be fault or structure related. 

The general trend of the magnetic field is north - south 

which corresponds to stratigraphy in the area.

A magnetic high along line 28 North and at 13+00 East could 

possible be related to a old dump located approximately 100 feet 

to the south, (anomaly A) Another magnetic high was located 

on lines 28 North to 40 North and near station 18+00 West which 

is trending North. This anomaly (anomaly B) cannot be explained 

because no corresponding V. L. F. conductor and the geological 

mapping in this area failed to indicate anything significant.



A magnetic low near old trenches exposing a quartz vein 

in a green carbonate sheared zone with pyrite / chalcopyrite 

mineralization was indicated on lines 48 and 50 North and at 

station 12+00 West.

It is considered that this zone on lines 48 ft 50 North be 

further evaluated with more sampling and trenching to determine 

its size and the quantity of mineralization present.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The property consists of eight (8) contiguous, unpatented, 

mining claims (figure 1) in the west central part of Marter 

Township, District of Timiskaming. Access to the property is 

made by travelling along Hwy 624, and then turning left at conse- 

ssion road number 3 ft 4. Travel west along this road for approx. 

three and one-half miles. This brings you to the southern 

portion of the claim group, (figure 2)

DISCUSSIONS OF EQUIPMENT

The survey was completed using model 6-816/826 portable 

proton magnetometer. It is a digital readout system with a 

sensitivity of one (1) gamma, (appendix 1)

WORK PROGRAM, 1991

The work program was carried out by N. H. Richardson of 

Kirkland Lake, Ontario for Neil H. Richardson of Kirkland Lake, 

ON and Fred Kurz of Balmertown, ON. The eight (8) contiguous 

claims are located in Marter Twp. Claim numbers are 1113101 -
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1113104 incl. and 1147316 - 18 incl. and 1152450. In the fall 

of 1991 a linecutting and geological and geophysical surveys 

were carried out on this property. Linecutting was done on 

200 ft. line spacing and 50 ft. station spacing for a total 

of 1071 stations read. Results were plotted after correct 

ions for diurnal drift. Contours on the plan nap are at 20 

ganna intervals and the nap is drawn at a scale of 

l in. - 200 ft. Field work started on August 9, 1991 and ended 

on October 27, 1991. (nap 1)

For geological or electronagentic results, refer to reports 

by Neil W. Richardson dated January 10, 1992.

RESULTS OF SURVEY

Anonaly A - located on line 28 North and 13-1-00 East is 

possible an old dunp located approx. 100 ft. to the south.

Anonaly B - located on lines 28 to 40 North and at 18+00 

Nest is a nagnetic high which at this tine cannot be explained 

due to no corresponding V. L. F. anonaly and no significant 

geological feature. This area is blanketed with clay/sand over 

burden which nakes explaining this anonaly difficult.

Anonaly C - located on lines 48 ft 50 North and at 12+00 

West is a nagnetic low. This anonaly corresponds with a green 

carbonate sheared zone with quartz vein and pyrite/chalcopyrite 

nineralization. This low trend has little strike extent there 

fore the possiblity of this zone having great strike extent 

appears linited. The property is blanketed with clay/sand over 

burden which could nask these nagnetic lows.



COHCLUSIOHS

The mineralization on the property is poorly understood due 

to the lack of geological information. Extensive overburden 

blanketing the property allows for little geological information 

and interpretation. This magnetometer survey shows that with 

detail line and station spacings it is possible to define 

structures (faults, sheared zones) within this intermediate 

volcanic and intrusive assemblages. Kith only sporadic outcrop 

along the Blanche River it's hard to correlate magnetic data 

with lithologies or structures.

Respectfully submitted,

Heil W. Richardson, GET 
January 10, 1992
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1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Model C-816/826 Portable Proton Magnetometer is a complete system 
designed for man-carry field applications requiring simple operation 
and stable measurements of the total intensity of the earth's magnetic 
field. The 6-816/826 is accurate and has a sensitivity of J^ l gamma 
over a range from 20,000 to 90,000 gammas. Since the instrument meas 
ures total field intensity, the accuracy of each measurement is not 
affected by sensor orientation. The inherent simplicity of the C-816/ 
826 Proton Magnetometer allows rapid, accurate measurements to be 
obtained from a rugged, compact field instrument. This is a precision 
instrument and reasonable attention must be given to handling, battery 
condition, and magnetic environment.

1.2 MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT

It is important that the earth's magnetic field is not perturbed by 
allowing unwanted magnetic objects to come close to the sensor. Such 
objects include rings, keys, watches, belt buckles, pocket knives, 
metal pencils, zippers, etc. When the sensor is used on the staff, one 
gamma surveys are easily performed provided the sensor is kept at a 
distance of three feet (.9 m) from the operator. When the sensor is 
used in the backpack, certain articles of clothing and some types of 
batteries within the console will cause a five to ten gamma heading 
error in the readings. The G-816/826, however, still provides one 
gamma sensitivity and repeatability despite the presence of such a base 
line shift. The backpack feature is recommended for use in difficult 
terrain where "hands free" operation is required.

Prior to survey use, objects that are suspected to be magnetic may be 
checked in the following manner:

1. Attach sensor to staff and connect coiled signal cable to console. 
Sensor should not be moved or turned during the test, and th.e 
suspected article should be far away initially.

2. Cycle the magnetometer a few times by depressing the READ button  
releasing and waiting for a reading each cycle.

3. Observe measurement readings. Each reading should repeat to j* 
l gamma. (A slow shift may occur over several minutes due to a 
diurnal change in the earth's field.)

4. Place the suspected article at the distance from the sensor 
expected during actual survey operation.

5. Cycle magnetometer several times and note the readings.

.V.
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Operating Manual 
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6. Remove the article and repeat steps 2 and 3 to check for diurnal 
shifts in the earth's field. If a diurnal shift is present, repeat 
entire test.

7. If the readings obtained in step 5 differ by more than ^* l gamma 0+ 
one count) from those obtained in steps 3 and 6, then the article 
ia magnetic.

IF THE ARTICLE IS HIGHLY MAGNETIC, OR IF THE SENSOR IS INSIDE OR HEAR A 
BUILDING OR VEHICLE. THE PROTON PRECESSION SIGNAL WILL BE LOST, GIVING 
COMPLETELY ERRATIC READINGS AND LOSS OF ^ l COUNT REPEATABILITY.

The magnetometer should not be operated in areas that are known sources 
of radio frequency energy, power line noise (transformers), in 
buildings or near highly magnetic objects. The sensor should always be 
placed on the staff above the ground, or in the "backpack." The sensor 
will NOT operate properly when placed directly on the ground.

1.3 SPECIFICATIONS 

Sensitivity: 

Range: 

Tuning:

Gradient Tolerance: 

Sampling Rate:

Output:

Power Requirements:

Temperature Range:

Accurary (Total Field):

•^ l gamma throughout range.

20,000 to 90,000 gammas (worldwide).

Multiposition switch with signal ampli 
tude indicator light on display.

Exceeds 800 gammas/feet.

Manual push button, one reading each 
six seconds.

Five digit numeric display with readout 
directly in gammas.

Twelve 1.5 volt "D" cell universally 
available flashlight-type batteries; 
Charge state or replacement signified -by 
flashing indicator light oh display.

Console and sensor: -40* to -1-85* C.

Battery pack: O* to +50* C (limited use 
to -15* C; lower temperar 
ture battery belt opera 
tion - optional).

^ l gamma through O* to -1-50* C tempera 
ture range.
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALIFICATIONS

I, Neil Wilfrid Richardson do hereby certify :

1. that I an a geologist and reside at 83 Fourth Street, 

Kirkland Lake. Ontario P2N 1T2

2. that l an a nenber of the Ontario Association of Certified 

Engineering Technicians and Technologist.

3. that I graduated fron Cambrian College in Sudbury, Ontario 

with a honors diplona in Geological Engineering Technology

4. that I practiced in ny profession continuously for over 

3 years.

5. that ny report on the Richardson - Kurz property in Marter 

township, Ontario, is based on work carried out and 

supervised by ne in the area and on review of published 

and unpublished infornation on the property and surrounding 

area.

Neil W. Richardson, CET 
January 10, 1992
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